
 

 

SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER 2014 

 

We’d like to welcome new shareholders to Olifants North; Jane Rogers in unit A3, Beat and Brigitte Lieberherr 

and Gabi Neukom in unit A1 and Sarah Howard in unit B1.  We’re certain you’ll be extremely content here in 

this piece of paradise. 

As I sit here and ponder my words, I feel a calm pass over me. My senses are in tune to the wilderness; I listen, 

I smell, I see. I see deeper than I ever did before. I feel a place not many get to touch; with their eyes or their 

heart. This feeling awakens me, it drives me and it engulfs me. I feel pride, and I understand the privilege of 

my time in this place. Words are hard to come by when trying to explain this feeling. 

Spring is almost upon us and as much as it doesn’t look like it just yet the signs are definitely there to be seen 

if you look for them. The days have started to lengthen again as we bulldoze towards summer and the first 

rains are now the talk of the drying bush. The relief they bring to a long harsh winter are all soon to be a 

reality. The green flush and flood of young impala are distant memories soon to be refreshed.  

 

No sooner had we uttered these words it seems we have missed spring this year and flown straight into 

summer! The true African sun is out and is beaming. The animals have had to adjust just as much as we have 

to to the warm summer air.  

 
 

Photo courtesy of Simon Leppard 
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Soft golden light creeps in during the last hours of daylight; it’s this time of day that is known as the ‘golden 

hour’. The light dances between leaves of trees and as the light darkens, silhouettes form. The shades of a 

sunset become more vivid, a fire orange, and blood red sun, hangs heavy, before slowly setting on the 

horizon. The colours are versatile. Some days a sunset is mauve and on others, turquoise shades dominate, 

layering the sky. 

Temperatures jumped to the mid to high 30’s in the middle of the month and with them the ever worrying 

reality of veld fires came to life.  Joe and his team (some of whom had recently completed a fire fighting 

competency course) spent two days, getting back late in the night, fighting an intense fire (caused by a vehicle 

accident on the tar road on the way to Phalaborwa).  Sparks from the flaming vehicle flew into the tinder-dry 

grass on the verge setting the bush alight, swept along by furious winds.  We’d like to thank our dedicated 

staff for their incredible support in fighting what could have turned into a disastrous situation for northern 

Balule.  

 

The Kruger had four fires screaming across the bushveld over the same time, with the first one having come in 

from Mozambique stretching all the way from Satara to Skukuza.  The Sabi Sand game reserve was also 

affected and all lodges had all their staff out burning firebreaks around the lodges and carrying out back-burns 

to prevent the fires from getting any closer.  The air hung dense with smoke causing the feeling of 

claustrophobia and making one’s eyes smart.   

 

 
Photo courtesy of Graham Benfield 

 

During the middle of September Malcolm Menzies called in a territorial fight between lions on Camp road.  

What we gathered is that the two male lions and one lioness, which have been seen regularly over the past 

few months, crossed paths with a lone lioness.  What ensued was a raging fight in which the lone lioness was 

severely bitten mostly between her hind legs.  She wasn’t seen for a few days afterwards until Chester Emery 

from unit 37 on the South reported seeing an injured lioness at the river opposite his unit.  A decision was 

taken by the Wardens to have her treated and Pete Rogers, well know wildlife veterinarian, came out from 

Hoedspruit to treat her.  After darting her Pete examined her and found that she was quite dehydrated so 

saline drips were set up.  Due to the extent of her injuries a massive amount of antibiotics were given to her 
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through the drips.  Using peroxide through a syringe the wounds were cleansed and then tar was smeared in 

the wounds to try and prevent further infection. 

 

 

 

 

The elephants continue to flock to the Olifants River and the waterholes as the dry season draws to a close. 

One can sense the desperate need the bush has for rain as dust blows in the dry air, and the impala move 

through the grasses with bony hips as they await the first proper flush of spring. The heavily pregnant females 

are eagerly awaiting the rains that will sustain them through the births of this season’s batch of lambs. 

The last weekend of the month brought much appreciated cooler weather to the reserve, so much so that I 

was taken by surprise when I heard the distinct chortling of a foam-nest frog a short distance away from 

where I sat in the late afternoon; a subtle reminder that they too are waiting for the life-giving rain to arrive. 

 

The marula and corkwood trees are now flowering attracting an assembly of busy insects to the pollen and 

luminous green smidgens dot the bleak countryside as trees begin to show signs that the growing season is 

about to surge forth. 
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Reflections:  African Spoonbill and Grey Heron by Mally Cox 

 

Tagged vulture photographed on Olifants River by Eileen and John Fletcher 
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Eileen forwarded photographs of the tagged Cape Vulture above to Andre Both, Manager of the Birds of Prey 

programme, and to Olifants River.  Below are two emails Eileen forwarded to us regarding this particular vulture: 

 

From: Kerri Wolter [mailto:kerri.wolter@gmail.com]  
Sent: 25 August 2014 08:04 PM 

To: Mario Cesare 
Subject: Re: FW: Pictures 
 
Thanks Karin 
This is fantastic and we will add it to the Cape Vulture database.  

This is a Cape Vulture which was rehabilitated by the guys at the Blouberg Nature Reserve and released right there as well. 
Which means the bird flew from Vivo side to Olifants which is around 250 odd kms. Blouberg is not the Cape Town Blouberg 

but in the Limpopo Province.  
Kind regards 

Kerri 

 

Hi John 

  

Thank you for the information and photos of the tagged vulture. We will update our database accordingly. 

  

C211 is a bird that was tagged at the Blouberg Cape Vulture colony in May this year. This is one of the juvenile birds 

released after rehabilitation on the Reserve after it was grounded earlier in the season due to inclement weather. This is 

part of a scheme where members of the community are compensated for grounded birds handed in at the Reserve. 

   

Regards 

  
Andre Botha 
Manager: Birds of Prey Programme 
Co-chair: IUCN SSC Vulture Specialist Group 
Endangered Wildlife Trust 

 

As the ‘suicide’ month of October approached realization dawned that the bush around us is slowly but surely 

making changes heralding the real start of summer; shimmering copper Jackalberry leaves complementing 

dark-charcoal bark of the branches; flowers of the puzzle bush, num-num and common spike thorn bursting 

forth together with dainty, fresh, bright green leaves bringing indescribable relief to the browsers.  Just too 

incredible to witness in this exceedingly parched bush! 

 

 
 

Ehretia rigida (puzzle bush)    Carissa – (num num) 
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Staff 

 

Four of our staff members, Piet, Maria, Gloria and Judith were recognized with 10 year Long service awards 

during September. Kenny Jones made the presentation on behalf of the board at a function held at the 

clubhouse.  

 

   
Maria Lewele       Piet Pilusa 

 

  
  Judith Mabilane      Gloria Pasa 

 

 

New roads 

The road linking Rocky Horror and Pebble Loop has been re-routed, gravelled and graded and should mean 

less maintenance in the long run as the gradient is less steep.  

 

Sable loop – the new section has been gravelled and graded. The old section that is still in use has also been 

levelled, before being gravelled and then graded. The old lower section that is not going to be used has been 

rehabilitated. 
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Wild dog presentation 

 

Thank you to the Gallops, B12, for arranging a very informative presentation by Grant Beverly.  It was well 

attended with both Olifants North and Olifants River members attending. 

 

 

 

 

Trees 

 

We had fairly large herds of elephants around and the amount of trees being pushed over is something to 

behold. We know from past experience that this time of the year just before it rains is particularly bad. 

Removing trees from roads almost seems to be a full time job on its own, where up to 12 trees in a day have 

to be cleared. 
 

 

 

In the 4
th

 October 2014 edition of the Saturday Star newspaper the following article by Dale Hes (African Eye 

News service) appeared: 

 

WOMEN JOIN FIGHT AGAINST RHINO POACHERS 

 

While many nature conservationists fear we are losing the fight against rhino poaching, an anti-poaching 

group of women believe they are winning. 
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The Black Mambas anti-poaching unit was formed in the Balule Nature Reserve in early 2013 following a 

memorandum of agreement signed by the Olifants West Conservation Trust in partnership with Transfrontier 

Africa, the Endangered Wildlife Trust and Rhino Mercury. 

 

“Although we were laughed at when we started the Mambas, we have proved our success in that we have not 

had a poaching incident since our deployment, and we have decreased the amount of snaring by 70 percent in 

a space of a year-and-a-half”, says Amy Clark, Transfrontier Africa’s Olifants West Administrator. 

 

The Black Mambas’ duties include sweeping the reserve for snares in the western boundary of the Greater 

Kruger National Park, manning the observation post, patrolling the fence and conducting road blocks.  With 

funding from the Department of Environmental Affairs, four women and two men from the local communities 

were trained and deployed in the Olifants West region. 

 

Snaring decreased dramatically, prompting the unit to train and deploy another 20 women throughout the 

reserve.  Today, the Mambas have proved to be exceptional information-gatherers and assist in cooperative 

operations with other anti-poaching units and the police.  There have been several arrests as a result. 

 

They have also turned community members into valuable sources of information. 

 

Temperatures soared on the 8
th

 October with 37 degrees being recorded on the veranda at the office.  Suicide 

month is here but thankfully long-awaited rain has finally arrived, and it arrived with a bang, with 20 mm 

falling over the duration of one evening. Hopefully the low levels of the Olifants River will hopefully soon rise 

and that the green grass set to burst through over the next week or two will happen, and only just in time, as 

the impala ewes are almost bursting, so heavily pregnant are they. 

 

After the first of the summer rains have fallen we have had a constant reminder of the approaching wet 

season from ever present clouds. Condensation that promises life and a change for the better for the 

struggling herbivores that call this relentless piece of bush home. Clouds not only eventually offer relief to the 

bush but provide some incredible texture to the vast African sky. There are few better things around than 

watching colours develop and change with the sinking sun. 

 

 

My first glimpse of a baby animal this season was of a vervet monkey strapped to its mother’s underbelly and 

clinging on tightly as she walked by. This was the first sighting I had, which was followed by many others. I 

stood watching on the lawn outside and watched as they went about finding food and feeding their young 

ones. It was even more incredible to watch as the little ones, now released from their mother’s grip, cavorting 

around the green grass as they chased their playmates. The mother vigilantly kept an eye on her young one as  

it paraded about. 
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If you are visiting Olifants North at the moment, you will most likely have seen these young monkeys and may, 

like me, have taken time to observe their comical antics. This is the season of animal births and already we 

have seen many young ones as they make their first steps in a new world. It is a time of great enjoyment as 

the births of impalas, wildebeest and warthogs arrive. While we haven’t seen the first impala lamb yet, we are 

sure that they will be with us in the next two weeks. Driving past some yesterday I watched as the impala 

females grazed, their tummies a sure sign that they are heavily pregnant. The sightings don’t end there and 

there are plenty of young ones to be seen – zebras suckling from their moms and soon we will see wildebeest 

calves.  What great pleasure it is watching them as they learn the ways of living guided by their adoring 

mothers. This is another one of my favorite times of the year to be in the lowveld…the lush green grass, dry 

heat, late afternoon thunderstorms and most of all the babies…Impala and Wildebeest newly-born’s running 

around the bush make for a magical season of joy and festivity.  

Another early sign of the festive season at the moment are the Commiphora Mollis (Velvet Corkwood) trees 

which are cloaked in striking “Christmassy” green foliage with miniature cheerful red bauble fruits dangling at 

the tips of the branches.    

     
Cheerful green foliage on Velvet Corkwood    Ripe fruit of Velvet Corkwood 
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So although it’s still very dry there are the signs that the bush is struggling to present us with a new landscape 

displaying that summer is here.  

 

 

On the 9
th

 and 10
th

 November we experienced the fieriest days ever here; 45°C on Sunday and 47°C on 

Monday and again reaching 42°C on the 28
th

!!!  Just when we thought we wouldn’t get any more rain for the 

month thankful rain did fall on the 28
th

 and 30
th

 November bringing our rainfall for the month of November to 

34.875mm (last year it was 33.25), and the season to date to 65.725mm compared with 79.75mm last year. 

 

Footnote:  Sadly the lioness that was treated in September succumbed to her injuries and was found dead on 

Saturday 25th October, on Parsons. 

 

Please remember the following detail as many emails being received have been sent to the wrong person:  

 

Kari (web/photos/cleaning/maid/vehicle requests): 087-8062069 / 083-6351716 ongr@xsinet.co.za 

 

Dalene (Accounts) 087-8062069 / 072-6217163 olifantsnorth@xsinet.co.za 

   

Joe 083-6302515 ongr.management@xsinet.co.za 

 

Fax 2 Email number: 086-2950091 

 

 

 

Until next time, take special care 

Joe and Kari 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 


